ACTION MEMO

TO: SNCC SUPPORTERS
FROM: ATLANTA SNCC

ENCLOSED NEWS RELEASE GIVES INFORMATION ON BOB MOSES’ REQUEST THAT CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION HOLD HEARINGS IN MISSISSIPPI.

IT IS IMPERATIVE THIS HEARING BE HELD IF VOTER REGISTRATION IS TO PROCEED WITH ANY SPEED IN THE DELTA OF MISSISSIPPI.

PLEASE:

1. Wire your support of his request to the Civil Rights Commission, Washington, D.C.

2. Get any support you can from your community civil rights groups, political leaders, or other support groups.

3. See if you can secure PRESS COVERAGE. Remember that the three shootings in Mississippi are only more colored men attacking cops and getting shot in return to the reporters there—including the wire service reporters—and attempt to get the press to cover race news in the Delta more thoroughly.

4. You can secure more information by calling us at the above number or Bob Moses at 453-1282 in Greenwood.